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THE CONFLICT IN OUR STORY—SIN | SESSION 3 

INTRODUCTION 
Like many people, I love The Lord of the Rings trilogy. Although it has great special effects, beautiful scenery, good 
acting, and epic battles, what I really like about it is that it connects me with a sense of life’s meaning and 
significance. 

Through the significant temptations and dangers that Frodo and his companions face, we are able to see our own 
battles with temptations and dangers more clearly. Questions about power, friendship, beauty, and honor confront 
Frodo, and thereby, us. Along the way he and his companions grow in courage, loyalty, and faith. 

The most notable growth occurs in Samwise Gamgee. A simple gardener back in the Shire, Sam becomes an 
equal hero to Frodo as they journey to Mt. Doom. In their darkest moments, Sam recounts memories of the Shire, 
where they have known deep goodness. Through his bright descriptions, he finds enduring strength, and we are 
reminded that evil is overcome by the vision of the Good. 

We will never face a quest as difficult and as important as Frodo and Sam’s, but we have all faced situations that 
felt deeply dangerous, when we were tempted to despair, and yet somehow were able to press through. As we 
watch Frodo and Sam walk through their challenges, we are inspired to face our own difficulties with greater 
courage and hope. Just as the vision of the Shire sustained them, so the vision of the New Jerusalem sustains us. 

Good stories do this for us. They are filled with deep tensions, significant conflicts, and profound hope. Through 
them we get glimpses of what it means to grow in courage, joy, peace, and strength. They provide light on life’s 
meaning and beauty. 

The Plot Thickens! 

One of the key elements in any good story is the “critical juncture.” It is that moment when the main character is 
confronted with a change in their path or outlook. 

Frodo’s critical juncture occurs when he was entrusted with the ring by Bilbo (and Gandalf). 

Whatever Frodo had in mind regarding his future in the Shire, his life was radically changed when Bilbo decided to 
leave and entrusted all his possessions, including the Ring, to Frodo. From that point on, his life would never be 
the same. 

We have all faced critical junctures in our life: our parents’ decisions to move or change schools for us, a friend 
who tells us about Jesus, a man or a woman who sweeps us off our feet (or breaks our heart), a book we read 
which revolutionizes our understanding of life, or a job offer out of the blue. These may not be quite as dramatic as 
being entrusted with a Ring of Power, but they can have a big impact in each of our stories. 

 This material is adapted with permission from the Rev. Rob Paris, rector of Church of the Advent, Denver, Colorado. 1
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• Take a moment to think about your life. Brainstorm for 3-5 minutes and write down all the critical junctures in 
your life that you can think of, moments where an event took place that changed the direction you were headed 
in a dramatic way. (If it helps, think of the major changes in your life, and then discern what events/people/ideas 
caused those changes). 

• After you have come up with as many as you can think of, circle the 4-5 you consider to be the most significant. 
If you haven’t already, write them into your story line from chapter 1 (use some of the space on the bottom). 

These critical junctures in our life play a significant role in shaping our story. They remind us that we are not 
“masters of our own fate” because there are many things that happen to us that are beyond our control. 

And yet, we are not mere leaves floating downstream. We have the ability to respond to the events of our life, both 
the big critical junctures and the everyday mundane things. We are participants in the writing of our story. And how 
we respond plays a large role in who we become, the character we develop and the impact we have on others. 
When tragedy strikes, we can become miserable, or walk through it with hope and strength. When successes are 
achieved, we can become more self-sufficient or more deeply grateful. Our character is forged as we respond to 
the events of our life. 

• As you look back at the 4-5 most significant critical junctures in your life, can you see any particular ways you 
were shaped by them? How did you respond, both for the good and for the ill, and how did your character 
develop as a result? 
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EXPLORING GOD’S STORY 
In chapter 2 we introduced the idea of a ‘script’ for our life: people around us, particularly parents and other 
authority figures in our life, tend to have ideas as to what our life ought to look like. These scripts are written in 
pencil I suggested, meaning that they can be overridden. We can ‘go our own way’ (and often do). 

God also has a script for our life. This pertains not so much to the details of whether we go to this school or that, 
work at this job or that one, but rather to the ways in which we live in regards to purpose and ethics.  

Fundamentally, he wants us to be like him, full of love, joy, peace, self-control, generosity and so on. 

But, amidst the challenges of life, we often chose our own way. We go off script. And, because it is one thing to 
reject the script of our parents, and a whole different thing to reject the script of the God who created the universe, 
the results of our independence are truly devastating. 

We see this right at the beginning of the Bible when Adam and Eve face a critical juncture and respond poorly… 

THE STORY OF SCRIPTURE. – ADAM AND EVE 
Back in Genesis 1:26, we saw that Adam and Eve were created in God’s image in order that they might be “like 
him.” But then, in Genesis 3:1, Eve meets a cunning and devious serpent. This moment presents her, and later 
Adam, with a critical juncture: The serpent invites her to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, a tree 
from which God had forbidden them to eat. The serpent tells her that she will “become like God” if she eats it (3:5). 
Notice the irony: the serpent is encouraging her (and Adam) to take matters into her own hands and ‘take’ what 
God had already promised to ‘give’ (being like God). 

Unfortunately, at this critical juncture, Adam and Eve failed. They chose poorly. And when God came looking for 
them a short time later, they tried to run and hide (3:10). They knew they had made a mistake. They were 
ashamed. But instead of owning up to their sin, they turned to blaming (3:12-13). 

Adam and Eve’s failure marked the beginning of a tragic and dramatic downward spiral for the earth and its 
inhabitants. 

The rulers of creation had become corrupt. 

The image-bearers turned away from their source and sought to rule independently. 

The significance of this event is captured at the end of chapter 3: Adam and Eve are exiled from the Garden. They 
are cast out from the place of full goodness, the place where they once walked with God in the cool of the day. 
They are separated from the abundance they were meant to enjoy, and from God himself in a profound way. 

This image of exile haunts the scriptures. It reflects the basic reality of humanity. We live outside of Eden, distant 
from God in heart and mind and soul. 
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Despite all our best efforts, we cannot return to Eden, fix the problems of the world or even our own life, and be 
restored in a close awareness and enjoyment of God’s Presence. The truth is that we all have followed the pattern 
of Adam and Eve, the way of sin. We can no longer fulfill the script God wrote for us. We are all “exiled,” unable to 
live the life we were meant to live. 

Just as the serpent lies to Eve (that she will become like God and that she will not surely die) and Eve begins to 
form falsehoods in her mind as well (that God told them to not even touch the tree), so we all have become stuck 
in lies of all sorts: lies of the media, of our parents and teachers, and lies of our own inner voice. As a result, our 
vision of God, ourselves, and our world are distorted. 

Everything was created by the power of God’s Word (“God said...and there was”). When we turn from God’s 
Word, we turn away from the goodness of creation, and move towards the formless void (see Genesis 1:2). 
Turning from God’s Word, away from his script, is utterly destructive: it produces decay and death. 

Indeed, lies have born bitter fruit in all of us. 

Although the varieties of sin are legion, in the story of Adam and Eve a few overarching patterns emerge. 

First, there is self-righteousness. Eve eats the fruit in order to become like God through her own effort. She is 
trying to establish honor and significance for herself apart from God.  

Likewise, when Adam and Eve are caught in their sin, they resort to blaming. Adam blames Eve. Eve blames the 
serpent. They are trying to justify their actions rather than taking responsibility. Any time we want to justify 
ourselves in thought, word, or deed, we are in danger of self-righteousness. 

• How do you struggle with self-righteousness? You may struggle with judging or blaming others, pride, low self-
esteem (inverse pride), anger/bitterness vanity, argumentativeness, legalism, or anything that involves justifying 
yourself. 

Likewise, there is the problem of ingratitude. God gives Eve all the plants of the entire garden, and tells her 
not to eat of just one tree. But, she gets stuck focusing on the one thing that is forbidden. Instead of recognizing 
and delighting in the gift (that they were created in God’s likeness), they seek to become like God through their 
own effort. This is the pattern of ingratitude: we fail to give thanks for what we have been given and become 
focused on what has been withheld instead. (See Romans 1:21 and the problem of ingratitude.)  

• What patterns of ingratitude do you see in your life? This might take the form of envy, anxiety, selfish ambition, 
discontentment, impatience, greed, or any attitude that is rooted in seeing ourselves as lacking rather than as 
blessed. 
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Then there is disordered desire. Eve eats the fruit because she sees that it is “good for food, and that it was a 
delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise” (3:6). Desire is a good thing. But, it is 
easily corrupted and turned towards that which is not good for us. Humans are constantly seeking to enjoy that 
which they are not meant to enjoy. If we are honest, we all have things we want too much, in unhealthy ways, or 
things we want that God has told us not to pursue. 

• What patterns of disordered desire do you see in your life? You may struggle with lust (which can take forms 
other than sex), gluttony, addictions, excessive debt, or any pattern of desire that is excessive or displeasing to 
God. 

Finally, the passage points to the sin of apathy. At the end of 3:6, we discover that Adam was with Eve 
through the whole temptation, but did nothing. He goes along without resistance. We tend to think of sin as what 
we do. It can also be what we fail to do. It is easy to be overwhelmed by the enticements and powers of evil. 
Fighting evil is hard work. Sometimes we would rather not invest the effort. 

• How do you see apathy expressed in your life? Sloth or laziness, despair, cowardice, passivity, or any pattern of 
failing to resist evil or unwillingness to make needed changes is an expression of apathy. Are there particular 
things that you are most prone to be apathetic towards (relationships, job, chores, spiritual growth, etc.) 
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• Which of these four areas do you struggle with the most? Why? 
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RETURN OF THE EXILES! 
Our sins, everything that boxes us in, are an important part of our story. They affect us, and the people around us 
deeply. It is hard to take a deep look at them. 

Thankfully, however, we are not the final authors of this story. Our decisions matter, but it is God who determines 
their outcome, and he is at work in human history and in our lives to turn this tragedy into a comedy (give it a 
“happily ever after” ending). He is not willing to leave us stuck in our exile within a world of sin and death. He will 
bring us back to Eden, indeed, to an Eden filled with glory, the New Jerusalem (see Revelation 22:1-5)! 

Sin is certainly part of our story, but it is not the most important part. Grace is! 

In Christ, God is re-writing our story. The coming of Jesus into the world was history’s critical juncture...an event 
that changed everything! Jesus entered our exile, overcame our sin, and broke down the doors of hell for us. In the 
next lesson we will discuss and celebrate this wonderful good news more fully. But, we want to end this lesson in 
the place of hope and joy, so we invite you to do something that flows from the gospel: confession. 

Through confession we acknowledge the ways we have followed our own script rather than God’s. We 
acknowledge the ways we have followed Adam and Eve in pursuing the wrong road at the critical junctures of our 
life (in big and small ways). We return to God, asking for and receiving the forgiveness he has provided in Jesus. 

Confessing to another person is a particularly powerful way to express this. And, in fact, it is something the Bible 
commends to us (see James 5:16a). When we confess to each other, we also get to proclaim the good news of 
Jesus to each other. The power of sin is broken as we walk in the freedom and joy of God’s forgiveness. 

You may not feel entirely comfortable sharing all of this in your group. That is fine. Share the pieces you are 
comfortable sharing. Your guide is there to support and encourage you. There is freedom and joy in bringing things 
into the light (see 1 John 1:7-9), but we fully understand that trust develops over time. 

• As you look over your sins you recognized today, rejoice that you can confess your sins to Jesus and he will 
forgive you. Through his death and resurrection you are cleansed, reconciled to God and restored in his 
goodness and grace. 

TRIAD DISCUSSION 
1. Read Genesis 3, the story of the fall. What strikes you most about this story? Take time to reflect on this 

passage as a triad.  

2. Why do you think the idea of sin is increasingly out of vogue? 

3. As you’re comfortable, talk about how sinful patterns of ingratitude, disordered desires, apathy, and self-
righteousness can play out in your own life.  

4. Take time to pray for each other. 
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